Dodge ram blower motor
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you out, and next time you need parts for your vehicle, think of 1AAuto. In this video, we're
going to show you how to replace the blower motor resistor in this Dodge Ram. This one is a ,
but this procedure is similar for to Dodge Rams. You'll need a new resistor from 1AAuto. Your
blower motor resister is located under the dashboard on the passenger side, just below the
glove box. We'll disconnect the electrical connector and remove these two number two Phillips
head screws. Remove the resistor from the bottom of the HVAC box. Here we have our old part
that we removed from the vehicle and our new part from 1A Auto. As you can see, they're
identical. We have this ceramic heat sync on the part of the resistor here. Same four pin
connection at the bottom, as well as the same two bolt holes. You'll see that ours has become
overheated. You can see that this ceramic is cracking. We actually have a good chunk of it
that's come off here. This is a good sign that our resistor is getting too hot, possibly because of
all this corrosion build up on the copper terminals at the bottom. If these go bad, it can cause
operation of certain fan speeds or the fan to fail completely, so be sure to check out this
resistor before you go and replace a fan. Install the new blower motor resistor into the bottom of
the HVAC box. Start your two Phillips head screws. Tighten them down with your number two
Phillips head screwdriver. Reconnect your electrical connector. Thanks for tuning in. We hope
this video helped you out. Next time you need parts for your car, please visit 1AAuto. Also
check out our other helpful how-to and diagnosis videos. Orders ship same day when ordered
by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the
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the form of a question. Please enter a question. The AC Blower Motor is responsible for
producing air that goes through the vents of your vehicle's AC and heating system. If your AC
or Heater does not produce or circulate any heated or cooled air then you may have a problem
with your blower motor. Most commonly located under the dash on the passenger side of your
vehicle. The blower motor can be installed easily with no special tools required and just by
removing a few screws under the passenger side dash of your vehicle. Simply remove the old
blower motor and put the new one in. If you're experiencing no air or only a slight amount of air
from your truck's vents your factory motor has likely failed. The blower motor consists of a
motor and a fan and produces air, just like a ceiling fan in your house. If the motor fails or if the
fan blades get damaged the result is decreased or no air coming from your AC vents. The
blower motor is designed to produce more air as you turn up the knob on your AC system.
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